
e-FOX is the new pro-grade battery-operated vibrator designed to obtain 
perfect adhesive coverage when installing large format tiles. The vibration 
facilitates expelling air from underneath the slab (so, to avoid air pock-
ets) while optimizing distribution of the adhesive. e-FOX produces high 
frequency vibrations which guarantee maximum efficiency by minimizing 
mechanical stress to the tile. This means that e-FOX it’s perfect even when 
used in potentially critical situations (for instance a low thickness slab with 
large cut-openings, C shaped cutouts or multiple round holes).

e-FOX is lightweight: only 5.3 kg (7.2 lbs) when in “complete 
set-up” (with the 21x14 cm plate mounted) and 3.1 Kg (6.8 lbs) 
when used with the 15x15 cm plate.
e-FOX comes with 3 handles: two externals for two-hand use and 
one central for one-hand use.
Being lightweight and cordless, having three handles and the 
option to choose within two vibrating areas, the e-FOX excels 
in terms of manageability while guaranteeing the highest perfor-
mances.

NEW AND INNOVATIVE PROFESSIONAL LARGE FORMAT TILES 
VIBRATOR

e-FOX allows to choose the dimension of the vibrating area: 21x14 
cm or 15x15 cm (8 1/4”x 5 1/2” or 6x6”). The 21x14 cm V-point 
plate is ideal for vibrating large format slabs. The large vibrating 
area reduces execution time. By removing (in a few seconds) the 
pointed plate, the vibrating area reduces to 15x15 cm: perfect even 
for small surfaces and / or small tiles (for example steps, planks, 
columns). Both PVC plates provide low friction onto slab surface, 
ensuring a low user fatigue and, thanks to its rigidity, they transfer 
to the slab the entire vibrating force of e-FOX.

2-IN-1 PRODUCTS: CHOOSE VIBRATING AREA DIMENSION

For the best ease of use, e-FOX is battery powered: no more cables that get 
in the way. The battery provides abundant autonomy: within 150 and 200 
m2 (1,600 - 2,100 sq. ft.) vibrated surface on a single charge. The battery 
has a very long life: more than 100.000 m2 (1 million sq. ft.) before the 
performance (of the battery) starts to decrease. e-FOX must be recharged 
with the supplied charger only (works both 220V and 110V). A LED indica-
tor light shows when charging status has been successfully completed. The 
time to recharge a completely discharged battery is approximately 3 hours.

BATTERY POWER: THE BEST PERFORMANCES TOGETHER WITH 
THE BEST MANAGEABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT, EASY TO HANDLE, PERFORMANT

FOX slab-vibrator
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Ref.: Description Vibrating Area

321BATPRR 8050532013339 1
e-FOX battery powered (15V) slab-vibrator
supplied with 21x14 cm (8 1/4”x 5 1/2”) plate
and battery charger

15V
max 21x14 cm (8 1/4”x 5 1/2”)

min 15x15 cm (6”x 6”)
5,3 Kg
7.2 lbs

45x23xh 16 cm
18”x9”xh 6 5/8”

6 Kg
12.2 lbs
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